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LIST # 81
A big hello to all. Lots to talk about this time out. Last year was the year of everything breaking down--including my office chair, which dumped me onto the floor!! All back ship shape now. We put in solar
power, with 33 panels on the roof, and replaced the broken furnace with a heat pump, just in time for a really
hot spell. Seattle natives seldom have, or felt they needed, air conditioning, but the climate is changing, no
question. We have had nearly no rain in the last month, lots of sun and heat, so am using the air conditioning
already. Not like Seattle at all. Anyway, back to being a bit comfortable, and all the appliances work again.
The new D&H is well on the way to being done. It is off to the publisher, for photography and layout. It
is my hope that it will be ready by October, sometime. The new addenda, with introduction, is vastly expanded,
and the intro for the book contains a lot of small notes on things that the user of the book might consider of
value. I am confident enough that it will at least be out this year, so if one wishes to be on the list to get notified
when it is done, I shall be happy to do so. It will be as inexpensive as I can make it, but not cheaply made. It
will be good quality, with a good binding. The price will have to be announced later, as production costs are not
all in. But it is certainly getting there, and I am very pleased to see it nearing production.
If you would like to be on that list for a heads up, let me know. My guess, at the moment, is sometime in
October. Early orders will be taken now.
One other thing, it has been decided to put out a deluxe edition. It will be a upgrade binding variation, following
many others who put out books and have a special collector edition. It will be limited to 20 copies, all signed
and numbered, and if you wish one it might be good to order it now. I already have several orders for it.
Coming up for Fall, This fall will be a bit unusual. The usual end of September—beginning of
October auction season will have but one auction, and that is the Baldwin Basement Sale part TWO. It will be
held on 29 September, and though I have not seen the catalogue, I understand that the auction will have no
group lots. Nearly like last year, it will have many lots, each with a single token. If it follows last year’s sale,
there will be a lot of rare pieces in it, as many came from the Cokayne collection. The lack of tickets with the
pieces were noted last year, some had them, many did not-- but after sitting for 50 years plus in the basement it
is hard to say what happened to the envelopes and tickets. The tokens will be as they come from the basement,
no cleaning done, it really behooves you to either have eyes on them, or hire a good set if you want a particular
item.
Bound to be a lot of interest in the sale. The usual DNW sale will not follow the Baldwin sale as it did last
year. Instead, they are to have two auctions that contain tokens, one around 15 September, and another later in
the year. Check their web site to find the dates, I have no firm ones to report.

THE FOLLOWING NOTICE IS OF IMPORTANCE TO ALL---Please read--The post office has raised prices again, and to gain the same service we have had, with signed
for mail for most packets, it can run as much as a 33% rise in the cost. Prior mailings have had
signed for mail valued at over $200, now it is over $500, if the order is under that, they will just
drop it in your mailbox. To me, that is not acceptable. A signed for attachment can be had for $3
more. With that, a small packet will cost 33% more to mail. I have mailed a couple packets, one
international, one USA, both were well over what it was the week before.
We can talk about it via E-mail when you order. As of now I am not reliably sure of what the
cost will be. Some of the raise is pennies, but some are dollars, will have to let you know.
Other than that, ---all is good.

Enjoy the list,

Bill

18th CENTURY TOKENS AS CATALOGUED BY DALTON AND HAMER
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
PAGE TWO
SLOUGH
23
1794 Wm Till, family arms///Red Lion Inn. Sharp, with super surfaces,
and full prooflike luster. Very close to gem, a keeper anyday. $235.
SLOUGH
25
1794 Wm Till, family arms//Peckham’s Arms. Bronzed. Tad of cabinet rub, this
piece ex Noble, Dalton, and Jan, very nice AU or better. Subdued luster, no marks, $155.
SLOUGH
28
1795 Peckham’s Arms//A Phoenix. RARE obverse die, far harder to come by
than the #27, the #28 with no edge fault and different placement of the lozenges within the shield.
As made, with original underlying luster, very Choice $395.
CORNWALL
COUNTY
2
1791 County arms///A Druid. Prooflike luster, some handling, R&B UNC $110
DERBYSHIRE
BUXTON
3.
1796 Arms//The Crescent. These were privately struck, the original obverse
and reverse dies failing after 6 of #1, and 30 of $2 had been struck, the latter with a new obverse die.
The #3
was then struck with both replacement dies, to 200 pieces. Thus, these are Scarce, the other two RRR
and RR respectively. Only token from Derbyshire. Here is a full luster, superior UNC that you shall not
have to replace. $425.
HAMPSHIRE
NETLEY ABBEY 4
1797 View of Netley Abbey//British Penny &c. RARE, as made, no marks,
a lustrous UNC. I have had a very few of these over the years, this is one of two very nice ones. $895.
EMSWORTH
13
1794 Bust Earl Howe//Britannia. Some red, some luster, tad weak EF-UNC $65.
The next two pieces are ½ d mules of the USA issued Talbot, Alum and Lee penny coinage.
EMSWORTH
25
1794 Bust Earl Howe//Commerce Standing. Nice looking VF, $350
EMSWORTH
56
`794 Bust John Howard//Commerce Standing. VF $325.
PORTSMOUTH
57b
1795 John Howard//Britannia. Full luster UNC, $110.
PORTSMOUTH
65
1797 Neptune, chariot//John Jervis, &c. 4 tone areas otherwise a Ch UNC $95.
Another, very nice faded red, minor obv spot, luster UNC $145.
PORTSEA
72
1794 Shield, Javelin//Ship. Tad red, nice AU or better, $95.
PORTSEA
79a
1796 St. George, Dragon//Ship, fish. UNC, lacquered, sharp, $135.
Another, but a 79. this one with luster and rub on highest points, EF+ $95.
SOUTHAMPTON 85
1790 Sir Bevois//Arms. This a pattern by Westwood in the attempt to gain
the contract to strike #89. Full luster, super UNC and RARE. Choice all the way, $395.
SOUTHAMPTON 89
1791 Sir Bevois//Arms. Struck by Boulton. Ch. R&B UNC, $115.
NAVAL Farthing
98
ND Bust Lord Bridport//Anchor, cable. Scarce, R&B UNC $275.
NAVAL Farthing
106
ND Bust Earl Howe/Crown, &c. Strong AU, Scarce, $125
KENT
DEPTFORD
12
1793 Kentish men meet William III//Stern of the Royal George. The line under
the stern of the ship does not extend to the lettering. Very weakly struck, and RRR, this piece seldom
offered. This one with no damage and good surfaces. Some actual wear, netting at VF-GVF $225.
DEPTFORD
13
1795 As the last for design, the line under the ship to the lettering. These are
normally flat in the obverse design. AU $75. AU+ bit better strike, $95.
DEPTFORD
13a
1795. As the last. Nearly a full strike, best of the group for strike, UNC $155.
DEPTFORD
14
1795 As the last. Soft in center of Obv. Red in devices. Net EF, RR, $ 155.
GODINGTON
22
1767 Toke Monogram//Hop basket, no band. Brass. RR by the book,
hard to get in nice condition. EF, $275.
GODINGTON
23
1767 Toke Monogram//Hop basket, with band, RRR, but not quite that,
this one at least still RARE, or better, AU and nice, $295.
GODINGTON
25
ND A Griffin///Blank. GVF, about as good as these cast pieces get. $225.
GODINGTON
26
ND I T monogram//Blank. Cast, broad rim. Tad corrosion, but EF $120.
GODINGTON
27
ND I T monogram//Blank. Narrow rim, cast, tad corrosion, EF $160 RARE.

LANCASHIRE
PAGE THREE
HALSALL
1
ND Arms//Halsall D. Seen circulation, a choice VF, scarce item $135.
LANCASTER
2
1794 Lancaster Castle//Bridge. Penny token, this piece is white metal, and is
95% gilt. Only gilding missing is on the high points, both sides. Net AU, $215.
LANCASTER
40a
1794 John of Gaunt//Arms. Gemmy surfaces, luster UNC $120.
ECCLESTON
58
1794 Bust Eccleston/Ship. Super surfaces,, luster UNC $135. .
MANCHESTER
135e 1793 Porter with pack/Arms. minor spot, UNC $95. Two tiny spots $75.
ROCHDALE
140
1791 Man at loom/Hanging Fleece. Brown UNC, luster $145.
ROCHDALE
143
1792 Man at loom//Arms. Obv choice, EF, rarer die, $65.
ROCHDALE
144 1792 Arms//Man in loom. Hard to find, tad rub, luster, net AU $135.
LANCASTER
151 1791 John of Gaunt//Arms. Farthing. Brown UNC, Scarce, $225.
MIDDLESEX Penny tokens---Many of the penny tokens are rare---CHRIST'S Hospital 13
1800 CH/Penny. Scarce, luster, some marks in field, EF, glossy $120.
DENNIS
15
1795 Wheat Sheaf//Sunday Baking &c. A penny, double token struck from
halfpenny dies. Bag marks, some strike softness, Luster!!!. Marked, but about as made. EF++$ 195.
KEMPSON
63
ND
Monument Erected//Arms. 50% red, UNC, a few hairlines, just $85.
LONDON & West-- 96
1797 Brewer’s Hall//Arms. Luster and very nice, UNC $450.
LONDON & West-- 97
1797 Cordwainer’s Hall//Arms of London. Sm obv scratch, AU-UNC $325.
LONDON & West-- 100
1797 Fishmonger’s Hall//Arms. R&B obverse, mostly brown, reverse is 100%
RED, the piece is slabbed and MS64, so essentially no marks. RARE, $450.
CLERKENWELL
162
ND
South Seas House//Arms. 1 tiny spot, otherwise super, luster UNC $235.
MISCELLANEOUS 173 1797 The House of Commons//Liberty Cap, cornucopia. Scarce, full luster
reverse, the obverse with much luster, slight two toning, old envelope attached, easily UNC $325.
NATIONAL
177. 1789 George III//Visited St. Pauls. SILVER, toned AU, very nice $325.
NATIONAL
195
1797 George III//Arms of London. Duncan, &c. This seems to be copper coated
and on a white metal, very thin flan. The surfaces are rough, but it has some luster!! Though it has to
be RARE in this form, I cannot see a high price. Yours for $75.
NATIONAL
213bis I--1789 Bust Wm Pitt//May Britain Still Flourish, &c. White Metal. The plate for
this piece is in the pages of the original addenda. Part bright, centers toned, no pitting, RR, AEF $225.
NATIONAL
217
ND Bust Sheridan//Resistless Wit” &c. White Metal. This piece RR+, have
owned the only three I have run across, this one obv VF, the rev EF+, seldom offered, just $155.
POL-SOCIAL
219
1789 Bust Thurlow//Bust Pitt. WM, 1 spot in obv field. Much luster AU $135.
POL-SOCIAL
223
ND Bust Fox//Poem. UNC, AE, ch. Surfaces, Luster, nice piece UNC $225.
MIDDLESEX HALFPENCE---ANDERSON’S
248 1795 PA Cypher//Arms of London. GEM UNC, museum #795 in reverse field.
This one of my favorite pieces, very clean design, strong arms, simple, beautiful. $495. RR
BURCHELL’S
274
ND Sugar Plumbs for Worms//Anodyne necklace. A quack medical doctor,
these contained mercury, and were for children and adults!! Luster, brown UNC $95.
CHELSEA
277
1795 Sailor presenting petition//Hope, Anchor. Gemmy, tad red UNC $195.
Corr. SOCIETY
286
1795 4 figures standing//dove, olive branch. Choice R&B UNC $145.
COVENTRY Street 292
1795 A filtering Stone//Coventry Street. Luster, tad red, AU-UNC $65.
DAVIDSON’S
295 1795 Female, sword & sheid//Hands, triangle. R&B, nice UNC $110.
DODD’S
300
ND Bust Handel//Lyre, in radiation. Luster, thin flan UNC $85.
GUEST’S
308e 1795 Boot and Shoes//Royal Arms. Super surfaces, luster, tad red UNC $135.
REBELLO
309
1795 Hackney Church//DAR Monogram. Rebello’s private token, and one of
the first ones struck, by report. He stated he ordered 24 pieces, but my estimate is 72 or so, he probably
ran out and ordered more. So, RARE, but not super rare. Choice UNC, nice die work, $395.
HALL’S
315
1795 Deformed Dwarf//Halls. Some red, slight handling mks,UNC $120.
HATFIELD’S
323
1795 Leg in a circle//Boot and Shoe manufactory. UNC, few bag mks $75.
HENDON
324 1794 A Greyhound//A Church. Some RED, minor mks, net EF, decent $135.

MIDDLESEX halfpennies, continued
PAGE FOUR
HESLOP’S
336b
ND Man and Monkey//Heslops. R&B, with luster, tough UNC $165.
IBBERSON’S
342
ND St. George, Dragon//MailCoaches &c. Bronzed proof, OK $165.
IBBERSON’S
343
ND As the last, BRASS restrike, some die rust, no rub net AU $150.
LACKINGTON
356
ND Bust Lackington (no legends)//Fame. RARE thus, AU $110.
MAIL COACH
366
ND A mail coach travelling//Palmer, &c. AU, rev baggy, $48.
MOORE’S
389
1795 Girl making lace//Scroll. AU $95.
ORCHARD’S
409
ND Bust Orchard//Anchor, cap of liberty. RARE. UNC, nice $275.
SHACKLETON
475
1794 Royal Arms//A Candle Mould. This is the error variety, with the word
LONDON spelled LODON. RRR, no marks, luster---UNC—seldom offered. $495.
SHACKLETON
477 1794 Royal Arms//A Candle mould. Tad weak on the supporter, AU $75.
SKIDMORE
526
ND St Paul’s, Covent Garden//IOM cypher. RARE, gemmy UNC $255.
SPENCE
678a 1794 Bust Spence//Britiannia R&B obv, rev flawless, luster, super UNC $395.
SPENCE
685c 1795 Bust Spence//Lion and Cock. Luster, Choice UNC $345
SPENCE
749
1790 Village in Ruins//Shepherd Reclining. Early die state of village,
containing no die cracks. Some luster, especially on the reverse, $345.
SPENCE
767
1795 Bust Fox//Heads of man and ass conjoined. Full strike R&B UNC $265.
SPENCE
782
1780 Bust L//Lord George Gordon. Flip over double strike, 1 spot, UNC $295.
WILLIAMS
915
1795 Prince of Wales Crest//Arms of London. Brown, luster, UNC $85.
NATIONAL
930 1789 George III//Arms of London. AU $75. UNC, luster, inked in field, $85.
NATIONAL
932
1789 George III//”Lost to Hope” &c. Two choices, one is a choice, brown,
full luster UNC (copper) $150. The other is a nice color no problem Brass UNC, $125.
NATIONAL
937
(1789) George III//Crown. Scalloped edge. GVF $55.
NATIONAL
945a
ND George III, Charlotte//Ship. 10% red, tad weak UNC $ 115.
NATIONAL
946
ND George III, Charlotte//Ship. Small cut, RR, first I have had, Fine $110.
NATIONAL
947
ND Queen Charlotte//Crown on shield. Brass, VF, tough to locate $95.
NATIONAL
964a 1795 Prince of Wales//His Crest. Luster, choice AU++ $95.
NATIONAL
984
ND Duke of York//Female leaning on pillar. Luster, super for issue AU $125.
NATIONAL
995a 1793 King and Queen of France//Murdr’d, &c. R&B UNC, there are some very
amateurish die polish lines on both sides, look like scratches-- luster over them, but just $125.
FRANCE
1017a 1794 Foot trampling honor &c//May Britain, &c. some luster, UNC $135.
HANDEL
1021 1791 Bust Handel//Choral Fund &c. Traces of red, flan clip, UNC net AU $95.
STANHOPE
1040 ND Bust Stanhope//Tomb of Hampden. Red in devices, 2 spots UNC $110.
TOM TACKLE
1048
ND Tom Tackle Rich//Poor. Decent but usual weak strike, EF, $120.
Middlesex, farthings----DENTON’S
1053 1795 Denton, Dealer in coins//”We three Blockheads”—Ch UNC, luster $165.
PIDCOCK’S
1069 1801 Lion Couchant//A Beaver. GVF, nice piece, tough to get $135.
SKIDMORE
1074` 1795 Men at forge//Register Stove. RARE R&B choice farthing, UNC $345
SPENCE
1077 1794 Bust Spence//Britannia. Full luster, some red, UNC $165.
SPENCE
1088
ND Adam and Eve//Pig. Red in devices, full luster, nice UNC $225.
NEWTON
1160 1793 Bust Newton//Britannia. GEF, nice. Also on Evasion list. $65.
SOCIAL
1168 1796 Bust to Right, no legend//Arms, pro bono public. EF/VF+, $45.
NORFOLK
BLOFIELD
6
1796 Weapons, music instruments/Mounted Dragoon. Some fading red, luster.
This type with the start of a die break, but the cud not yet formed. Nice glossy R&B UNC $325.
NORWICH
12
1794 Castle, Bridge///Hanging Fleece. Luster, very nice UNC $125.
NORWICH
14
1792 Arms of Norfolk/Arms of Norwich. R&B, luster UNC $135.
NORWICH
23b
ND A Bottle/Hope Standing. Full strike, luster UNC $145.
NORWICH
28
1792 Arms of Norwich//Shop front in a circle. Net GEF, pleasing $75.
NORWICH
38
1792 Arms of Norwich//Man in Loom. Minor mks, red, luster, UNC/AU $95.

SOMERSETSHIRE
PAGE FIVE
BATH penny
5
1794 Garden Gate//Tree &c,. R&B, luster, superior example, UNC $235.
BATH
28
ND Glover’s//Milsom Street. Choice surfaces, luster, UNC-- $95.
BATH
36c
ND John Howard//Woman, boy, key to prison. full strike UNC, super $135.
BATH
65
ND Alfred the Great/walled Castle. Pretty brown AU, tad rub, $110.
BATH
72
ND Cross Bath Pump Room//Arms. Bronzed UNC $125.
BATH
73
ND Free Church///Arms. Bronzed UNC, wonderful surfaces, $145.
BATH
82
ND Interior of Pump room//Arms. Choice bronzed UNC $135.
BRISTOL
91
1796 Arms of Bristol//The Exchange bldg. UNC $120.
BRISTOL
103
1795 Two men talking/A Bridge. VF+ strong obv, $85.
“DUNKIKRE”
107
1795 Factory bldg//Hanging fleece. Proof like, nice UNC $210.
BATH farthing,
115
1794 Bust Blaudud//Hearding swine. NICE, strong UNC $125.
SUFFOLK
#1 & 3 ARE PENNIES
BUNGAY penny
1
1794 Ancient Fortress//Justice Standing. Penny. Luster, nice UNC $245
BUNGAY penny
3.
1794 Ancient Fortress//Justice on a pedestal. Choice, luster super UNC $335
HOXNE penny
6a
1795 Yeoman, Horse//Arms, castle in a garter. R&B UNC, luster $245.
WOODBRIDGE 1d 15
1796 Bust Sekford//Arms. Full strike, nice UNC penny, $135.
BUNGAY
23c
ND Bigod's Castle/Justice, Pedestal. R&B UNC, 25% red, minor stain $115.
BURY
29
ND Ancient Gateway//Open Book. Tad soft strike, but far better than usual.
Reverse with full luster, faded a bit but really pleasing. UNC $145.
HAVERHILL
32
ND Man in loom/Plough, shuttle. UNC, luster, elusive grade, $125.
IPSWICH
35
1794 Market Cross//”Conder’s” &c. Strong strike, tad luster GEF $110.
SUSSEX
BRIGHTON
3
1774` Prince of Wales//Crest. Lustrous brown UNC, a keeper, nice $125.
CHICHESTER
15.
1794 Elizabeth I/Chichester Cross. Near gem, late die state UNC $135.
EASTBORNE
21
1796 Fisher’s Library//Prosperity, &c. Very nice brown UNC $135.
HORSHAM
27
1791 George III/Anchor. Bright and nice, luster, milled edge RARE UNC
$235.
WARWICKSHIRE Pennies ,
KEMPSON
6
1796 Caesar’s Tower//PK Cypher. R&B UNC, 35% red, nice $155.
JOHNSON
12
1789 Bust Johnson//Bella Horrida, &c. hard to find UNC, luster $225.
PERRINS
13
1789 Bust Perrins//Bella Horrida, &c. tad rub, nice GEF, $125.
WYON’S
25
1796 An Obelisk//PW Cypher. 2-3 tiny marks, UNC, luster, net AU $145.
WARWICKSHIRE -- halfpennies
COUNTY
47
1791 Bust Shakespeare//Female, cornucopia. Super for issue, UNC $125
ALSTON’S
63a
1796 Birmingham Workhouse//Beehive. Tad wear—EF, $65.
BIRMINGHAM
70
1792 General Elliott//Fleur de lis. STRONG strike, GEF, a nice one $75.
LUTWYCHE’S
219b
ND Justice Seated//Coining Press. Minor wipe, some red AU $95.
COVENTRY
238
1793 Lady Godiva//Elephant and Castle. Luster, GEF $75.
COVENTRY
242b 1793 Lady Godiva//Elephant and Castle. Tiny touch rub, so AU+ $110.
COVENTRY
259
1797 Grey Friar’s Steeple//Arms of Coventry. UNC $145.
COVENTRY
274
1797 Mill Lane Gate//Arms of Coventry. Luster, dark UNC $135
SHAKESPEARE
322
ND Bust Shakespeare//Pandora’s Breeches. RARE, tad red, UNC $275.
WILKINSON
432
1791 Bust Wilkinson//Vulcan at forge. 30% red, full strike, tough UNC $155.
WILKINSON
441
1791 Bust Wilkinson//Vulcan. Full strike, rim cud, brown, UNC $125.
WORCESTERSHIRE
DUDLEY PENNY 5
1797 Tower of Dudley Castle//Cypher. Old cleaning, retoning Net EF $150.
DUDLEY
8b
1790 Dudley Castle//Shepherd. Sharp brown, luster, UNC $195.
DUDLEY
14
ND Dudley Castle//Heart in Hand. Some red, UNC $195.
KIDDERMINSTER 23
1791 Woolpack//Arms. R&B, minor stain at rim, full luster UNC $165.
WORCESTER
42
1788 George III/musical instruments &c. AU+, silvered, nice $125.

WALES
PAGE SIX
#2-252 pennies. 279-287 halfpennies.
ANGLESEY
2
ND Druid//Cypher. Edge: Edw. Hughes . Tho.Williams. John Dawes. Paris
Lodge. X. This the pattern presented for consideration for the entire series. RR, AEF, just $350.
ANGLESEY
9
1787 Druid/Cypher. Pattern, RARE, AEF $165.
ANGLESEY
11
1787 Druid/Cypher, Pattern, RARE, gemmy bronzed UNC $350.
ANGLESEY
18
1787 Druid/Cypher. Nice GVF $55.
ANGLESEY
252
1790 Druid/Cypher. Pattern, super surfaces & eye appeal, RR, Ch EF $450.
ANGLESEY
274 1788 Druid/Cypher. GEM UNC $245.
ANGLESEY
279, 282, 286, 287, EACH offered, GEM UNC, $245. Your choice.
CARMARTHEN
5a
ND Interior of Iron Works//interior of Forge. Obverse sharp, but figures flat as
usual, rev with the figure better struck, no post strike problems. Look of EF, RRR, plain edge struck in a
collar, very rare this nice $295. Ex Noble, Farnell, Jan.
GLAMORGAN
1
1795 Bust L/Britannia seated. No crown on pedestal, &c. RR+, this with a few
small edge hits, the net grade AEF, very rare indeed. Die failing. $295. Tough to locate.
GLAMORGAN
3a
1795 Bust L/Britannia seated. 50% RED, sharp UNC $225.
SCOTLAND
ANGUSSHIRE
21
1797 Dundee--A Church//Cowgate Ports. R&B UNC, one spot, net AU $145.
ANGUSSHIRE
33
1799 Montrose, Lunatic Hospital//Arms. UNC, super surfaces, luster $195.
INVERNESS
1
1793 Rose and Thistle//Cornucopia. With “I Wilsons” edge, RRR, VF $165.
INVERNESS
1b
1793 Design As the last, Bronzed, die rust lumps, no “I” on edge, UNC $125.
INVERNESS
2
1794 Design As the last, tad rub, nearly UNC, AU $125.
INVERNESS
2a
1794 Design As the last, some red in devices, obv faded red, UNC $145.
INVERNESS
3
1795 Design As the last, 1 tone spot, choice luster, UNC $125
INVERNESS
4
1796 Design As the last, Scarce, hard to find, VF $45.
LANARKSHIRE
2
1791 River God//Arms of Glasgow. Bronzed proof, superb, UNC-- $295.
LOTHIAN
9a
ND Palm Branches//Sells Seeds. Scarce. Super surfaces, EF+ $150.
LOTHIAN
14a
1796 Turk, with pipe//Snuff Jar…. Full luster UNC, super grade, $395.
PERTH
2
ND Fisherman, boat, net/Tey Bridge. Luster, tad red, 2 tics in field, AU $135.
PERTH
4
1797 View of a church//A Watermill. Minor mks obv, choice UNC rev, $275.
PERTH
7
1797 Hank of Yarn, Flax//Arms. Nice surfaces, all brown, RRR, VF+ $175.
IRELAND
CORK
10
1794/1796. Fame Flying/Arms. RARE, this a GEM UNC $450.
DROGHEDA
1
1792 Hibernia, harp//Cypher. RARE, nice surfaces GVF $125.
DUBLIN
120
1792 Hibernia, Harp//Cypher. Camac &c. Very nice grade AEF $95.
DUBLIN
309
ND Geal and MacBride ironmonger. 1 edge tic. Lists RRR, AU, just $195.
DUBLIN
311
1796 “H”, Bugle horn//Female, scales. Rev double struck, Gem UNC $225.
DUBLIN
351
1794 Parker’s ---Female, Anchor//Register Stove. Nice UNC $125.
DUBLIN
376
1804 Hibernia, Harp//Convenience of Trade, &c. VF, $65.
DUBLIN
377
1804 Hibernia, Harp//Pawnbrokers, &c. usual soft centers, but GVF net $85.
DUBLIN
380
1792 Hibernia, Harp//Swords. Super for issue, Luster EF $225.
DUBLIN
381
1804 Hibernia. Harp//Cypher. RARE, multiple planchet laminations and voids,
but has luster, weak, but is as struck. Small flan. Call it VF, but it is EF, and seldom found. $125.
DUBLIN
389
1792 Hibernia, harp//Turner Camac farthing.. RR this grade, GVF $275.
MUNSTER
8a
1796 King of Munster//Arms, Irish halfpenny. Full luster UNC $295
MUNSTER
10
ND King of Munster//Anchor, cable, liberty cap. This easily RR, and has full
luster, super surfaces, and is very choice. $435.
WEXFORD
9
1800 Same design as the last, weak strike at top, both sides, RARE, net VF $65.
WICKLOW
49a
1789 Bishop Blaze//Miner’s Arms. Brown, UNC $110.
WICKLOW
67
ND Bishop Blaze//Arms, Newry or Dublin, Luster, scarce, UNC $225.
WICKLOW
69
1795 Miner’s Arms//Dove. Super surf, as struck, small flan, net AU $95.

BOOKS
The Standard References PAGE SEVEN
DALTON & HAMER—“Provisional Token Coinage of the Eighteenth Century”. Out of Print. BUT----THE NEW EDITION OF D&H has finally made it to the publisher for photos and layout. The publisher
has intimated that the book could be ready sometime in October, or November at the outside. It will contain
some pages with the type of information that formed fairly constant questions over the years, that I have tried to
answer, in brief form. The new addenda, with introduction, is much longer-- so the book has gained a bit of
weight. It will be done with a good solid binding, and be of good quality. 20 copies will be put aside for special
bindings and this deluxe volume, for collectors, will be signed and numbered.
Prices will be as low as I can go and still make the money work out, and will be announced when we have all of
the costs in hand. To be notified when it is ready, let me know and will put you on the list for one.
Samuel, R. T. --British Tokens—the Bazaar, Exchange, and Mart. From the pages of the Bazaar magazine,
1880-1889. Found and copied by Harold Welch, this book contains information not printed anywhere else, and
was the basis for all of the Bell books. A very hard to locate book, 90 hardbound editions, each are signed and
numbered, this #63. Do not delay on this book, it is-----Seldom offered, $350.
Lusk, Jon –a new book which expands Bell’s Commercial Coins and has superb plates and information, is
available now. “British and Irish Tradesmen’s copper Tokens 1787-1804” superb new information. Apply
to jon@lusk.cc or in the UK, to Spink, London.
19th Century---Dalton, Richard---the Silver Token Coinage, 1922, the Seaby reprint 1968, with valuation sheet. The original
of this book saw only 200 printed, this a great option. Essentially new, full catalogue with plates, $55.
Waters, Arthur----Notes on the Silver Tokens of the 19th Century, expands Dalton’s offering. VF nice $45.
Davis, W.J.---19th Century Token Coinage---this a reprint of Davis’s 1904 work, with some 19th C tokens not
reported elsewhere. Superseded by Withers in 1999, but still useful. Durst Reprint, just $28.
17th Century tokens--R. H. Thompson, M. J. Dickinson-17th C. tokens, the Sylloge of Coins of the British Isles, The Norweb
Collection, Eight volumes, with a ton of pieces not listed in Williamson, as well as complete photographic
reference. The entire set, to your door, $245. Wonderful!! A NEW set---- and a wonderful way to get a super
photo reference, every token photographed!! . Extremely reasonable for 8 volumes--Wetton, J. L. Seventeenth Century Trademens’ Tokens. A small 70 page book, with some plates, but with
a wonderful explanation of the tokens and how they were used. Recommended. $10.
Berry, George----Taverns and Tokens of Pepys London. A wonderful history with great description of
taverns visited by Samuel Pepys, who often ventured to them to meet people. Collect them or not, you will love
the history, from the time of the London Fire and before. Hard bound, near new, $45.
EVASION TOKENS
Cobwright--“A Walk in the Monkolokian rainforest in search of the Spiney Fubbaduck”-Evasions, $27.
PRICE GUIDES
Schwer, C. Price guide for 18th C tokens. Super reference, small and portable. Near new 1983, $5.
SEABY--British Tokens and their Values. 1984 (best edition) a small book, good information, $18.
INFORMATIONAL VOLUMES AND OTHER BOOKS
R. C. BELL----Copper Commercial Coins, 1811-1819. His 19th C book, no DJ, clean, good copy $28.
R. C. BELL----Commercial Coins 18th Century, with good information but superseded by the book by Jon
Lusk, with information above. . The original by Bell, Fine condition, $32.
R. C. BELL---Tradesmen’s Tickets and Private Tokens- near new with dust jacket, $85. All of the rare
private issues discussed.
R. C. BELL—The Building Medalets. All of the building series, history of Britain in 1790’s architecture.
With dust jacket, this book is essentially new. $75.
Hayes, Ralph---Hotel and Pub Checks of Greater London. VG,Vol. 1 & 2, card covered. 1993. $45.

OTHER BOOKS and information--- PAGE EIGHT
Gallop, G.I.--PIGS MEAT---- Selected Writings of Thomas Spence, 1982. 192 pages. Now you have the
tokens, here is a look into the man’s mind though his writings. Card covered, as new. $28.
Irving, William---The Mayor of Garratt. The history, in novel form, of Sir Harry Dunstan, the Mayor of
Garratt. Dunstan appears on tokens from Hall, (Middlesex) both Penny and Halfpenny size, and here we have
the story of the “deformed dwarf” as well as can be told, woven about a plot. Good fun book, CC, new, $45.
SELGIN, GEORGE--GOOD MONEY--private enterprise and popular coinage--A look at the economics that
existed in Britain in the 18th Century, and how the tokens affected life. Superb, SB, $28.
WHITTLESTONE, EWING----Royal commemorative medals of Queen Victoria 1837-1901. Card covered,
new, a listing of all Victoria medalets excluding the Jubilees of 1887 and 1897. $45.
18th Century--Dalton and Hamer on line type guide also being offered by Mike Dlugosz--, $75, ask me.
Dr Sriro's 18th C collection on a CD, $39 with population report, great info --- gsriro@gmail.com
Auction catalogue, Important sale of Tokens formed by the late Francis Cokayne, Esq. Wednesday, 17th July,
1946, at Glendenning and Co, London. Mostly covers silver, 19th century pieces, both normal and otherwise,
one of the rare looks at a Cokayne sale. $75.
18th Century tokens, the Noble Sale, July 1998. Huge sale, with PRL, a classic. $95.
SET----The Noble Catalogues, Conder Tokens, 1998, British Tickets and Passes, 1999, and Communion
Tokens, 2000. These three sales were of all of the tokens and other material collected by Jim Noble. They all
have a PRL, and are still the largest sale of this sort of material anywhere. The set, as new, $160.
17th CENTURY FARTHINGS AND HALFPENNY TOKENS
These tokens were struck out of necessity for change. They are quite crude, and I generally try to find them in at
least Fine. They are a fun series, and the most popular tokens to collect in the UK. All are farthings unless
otherwise noted. Some quite high grade items, and rare London pieces in this sale.
Bedfordshire
W3
William Hopkins//Barton in the Clay. ½ d, Fine, $65.
Bedfordshire
W36 Edward Chester Baker//in Dvnstable his half peny. ½ d, 1667, nice Fine $65.
Berkshire
W52 Borovgh of Newbry//in Covnty of Berks. (Castle, 3 towers), Fine, nice $35.
Buckinghamshire
W134 Edvard Pursell//of Thornbough. ½ d, 1668. Superb VF, $135.
Durham
W12 Matthias Sowerby//In Barnard Castle. (Kings Head, crowned) ½ d, 1666.
Very difficult piece, this one VF to EF, a superb example. $175.
Essex
W22a Iohn Wright//In Blackwater. ½ d, 1667. About VF, very nice $85.
Hampshire
W171 Set forth by the corporation of the town of Romsey///Tokens for ye benefit of
ye poore. (1669 over a portcullis). Fine, $45.
Westminster, Midd W245 Ralph Fuller in St.//Ann’s Street Westminster. (Scales). Flan chip, EF $75.
London
W212 William Wickans//in Binter Lane. (man making candles) 1657. AVF $80.
London
W863 Robert Delvoe at the (Angel, scroll)//Angel in Drury Lane. F-AVF $110.
London
W 1290 Robert Pearce at the (an Anchor) in Grub Street. ½ d, 1666, GF-AF $75.
London
W1313 Richard Lomax at the//Stare (a star) in Harp Lane. This piece has a very minor
clip, and a bit of flan roughness. It is the only issuer from Harp Lane. AVF, nice, $125.
London
W2287 The Baker at the 59//nere pudle dock. (Prince of Wales feathers),. 1659. F. $115.
London
W2693 At the three tons tavern (three tuns) on Marye Hill. This is Billingsgate--This piece lists RRR, down in price for some porosity, but it is GF, decent grade. $95.
London
W3118 The Lyon and Key in//Themes Street. (Lion rampant, holding a key). 1651.
Early London token, this VF, and very nice, and the street is Thames. VF $120.
Oxfordshire
W159 Ann Beirson//in Oxford. 1669 (pair of shears). Choice.GF, woman issuer $100.
Oxfordshire
W161 William Potter//Apothecary in Oxen. (Apothecarie’s Arms). Fine, $85.
Oxfordshire
W173 Iohn Tolbervey at //Oxon, Milliner. (Unicorn Rampant). 1660. VF, super $95.
Oxfordshire
W245 Andrew White of //Witney. Senior. ½ d. 1667. (Twined roses) VF, $145.
Surrey
W139 Ioseph Bryan//in Kingaton Vpon Thames. ½ d, Fine, some porosity, $75.
Wiltshire
W80 Richard Watton//Grocer in Devises (Devize). Fine, $135.
Worcestershire
W42 The Bvrrow of Evesham//for necessary exchange. (Arms). Porosity, net VF $28.

19TH CENTURY SILVER TOKENS
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Dorsetshire, Blandford
D-2 H. Ward Blandford (3 lions)//Shilling. 1811. AEF, really nice $140
Dorsetshire, Shaftesbury
D-21 Bank Token, One shilling. City Arms//value. F+ some wear $22.
Gloucestershire, Gloucester D-5 County and city token. (Cathedral)//Shilling (Arms). VF+ $65.
Norfolk, Yarmouth
D-15 J. Hunton (Arms), Shilling, (Arms of Yarmouth) 1811. VF $65.
N’Umberland, Newcastle
D- 8 Alexr Kelty (Arms, supporters) //Shilling, (factory) 1812. AEF $135.
Somerset, Bath
D-11 4 shilling token, Arms, supporters//Whitchurch & Dore. 1811.
No toning, some hairlines, the piece is all bright and nice, for wear it is GVF $375.
Somerset, Bristol
D-23 Arms of Bristol--Fras Garret, &c.//Shilling. AU, luster $95.
Somerset, Bristol
D-26 As the last, EF+ fully bright, $85.
Somerset, Frome Sellwood D-71 Crowned King—names of issuers. 1811 shilling. AEF $85.
Ireland
D- 9 Urn, Snake//Hibernia with harp, 1804. Shilling. VF+ $125.
19th CENTURY COPPER TOKENS
All pennies, unless otherwise noted.
Catalogue, Wither’s “British Copper Tokens, 1811-1820.”
W-7 ND
Barnsley, Jackson and Lister. Man in Loom//Value. GVF, very nice $65.
W-15a 1811 Somerset, Bath. Arms of Bath//Whitchurch & Dore. GVF, $35. Nice EF, $75.
W-33 1813 Staffordshire, Bilston/ Beehive, cannon balls//James Atherton. Ch VF, $65.
W-64 1812 Staffordshire. One Penny payable by //Samuel Fereday. Nice GVF $45.
W-93 1811 Staffordshire, Bilston. George III//The Exchange bldg. VF, mks, $25.
W-185 1812 Birmingham, S. Wales. Prince of Wales crest//Horse. Luster, AU, very nice $145.
W-215 1811 Birmingham & Neath. A Crown//Value. EF, very nice example $65.
W-365 1811 Birmingham, Union copper. Clasped Hands//Value. Marks, edgey VF $20.
W-416 1811 Somerset, Bristol. George III//Arms. Some red, choice EF+, $95. Ch. VF $28.
W-419 1811 As the last, rare variety, this AU+++, so close to UNC, $135.
W-442 1811 B&B Copper Co, Bristol, Swansea. Hands, snake, scale over arms//Value tad red EF $75.
W-472 1811 Patent Sheathing halfpenny. Ship//Value. Net GVF $38.
W-479 1811 Halfpenny, as the last, VF $32.
W-493 1811 Patent Sheathing penny, Bristol. Ship//Value. GVF, $55.
W-540 1811 Bristol & S. Wales. Arms of Bristol//Prince of Wales feathers. AEF $32. EF, better $35.
W-560 1812 British Copper Co. Lion guardant//Value. EF, very decent example for $95.
W-673 1812 Church in the Trees//Value, J. Bishop Cheltenham. VF+ $32. GVF-EF $65.
W-601 1811 Vincit Amor Patriae---Bust to R///Britannia Seated. Halfpenny, GVF for issue, $35.
W-620 1813 British Copper Co—Lion Guardant//Britannia Seated. Halfpenny. EF+ super $55.
W-667 1812 Cheadle Brass &c. Cheadle copper and brass//Value. Choice, luster UNC $125.
W-725 1811 Worcs, Dudley---Woman, bales of goods, Keg//Wallace and Badger. EF, nice $88.
UNOFFICIAL FARTHINGS
Eleven pieces, retail from $8 (1) to $25 (2), most $18 or so, all of them for $110.. They include the following
numbers, 2230, 2390,2490e, 2640,2890,5410,5530,5540,5550,6500,7760. $10 each. . Decent.
Seven pieces,2492a, 3660, 5520, 5520, 5520b, 7760, 7900. Retail each 25+, last 60% red, all for $100.
UF 980
J. H. Stokes, Grocer. Chinese Man//scales, tea chest. VF++ $28.
UF2500b
(Mounted Horse Artilleryman)//Recruited for the East Indies. GVF $45. Neat pictorial.
UF2990
Wm. Webster, coin dealer, London 7 Great Russell St. VF $28.
UF3000
Wm. Webster, coin dealer, London, 17 Great Russell St. Cpl tiny spots, Brass, VF $28.
UF5490
B. McGlade, Belfast, Wines &c. VF $28.
UF5560
Mackenzie & McMullan, Scotch House (Rose, thistle, shamrocks), tad red EF $40.
UF6010
W. Todd & Co, Drapers, Cork, Limerick. Choice EF, quite a bit of red, $75.
UF6220
Scott Bell & Co, Wellington Quay, Dublin. (Rose and Thistle), GVF-EF, nice $48. VF $32.
UF6550
McArdell and Bourke, Gunpowder Merchants, and on the reverse, T. Rimming, Worsted,
Stationary, Rutland St. warehouse. Different merchant each side. Limerick. VF $55.
UF6840
James Carnell, Commercial House, Waterford. Net VF, no spots, stains, $65.

THE FUN STUFF, medals and more
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George Washington-----OK, here we have a collection that came my way and in it, a lot of George. Most of
these are minors, or a little unusual, with a better piece here and there. First, a New Jersey quarter dollar, a
77mm WM production, of course it has Washington on the obverse, and Washington crossing the Delaware
river on the reverse. Good replica, $12. A prooflike bronze 64mm medal, with portrait of Washington and
many other president, neat piece, $15. Bronze 74mm , his bust, //his headquarters building at Valley Forge, $12.
Washington medal, 1932, by Laura Gardin Fraser, US Mint, Baker 900C, GVF or better, $45.
AND---32+ medals, most round, 28-40mm-- all with Washington on them, two with Martha Washington, one
Silver proof, with Walter Reed the primary subject, Washington on the reverse, neat lot, entire group $140.
Railroads---French railway service, Paris to Lyon, 1952. I have sold a good number of French railway
medals, this with a pictorial of a electric railway engine on the obverse. Statement of rarity on a enclosed info
slip, which is quite wrong, but it is a great medal.AE, 45mm, As new $45.
Century of Progress—Chicago, 1933. --the official medal, variety, naked man pointing to research and
Industry. The reverse with a view of the fairgrounds. Seen to sell for $90 or so, this nice EF $65.
2 Sterling Silver medals, each 40mm, part of a Longines set, Battle of Concord, American revolution, and
bust of Thomas Jefferson, medal for the Louisiana Purchase, 1801. The pair, $28.
US Mint restrike (circa 1940), President James Buchanan, Indian peace medal. $65. About as made.
Statue of Liberty medal---Statue of Liberty, in high relief, 68mm, bronze-- the obverse with the busts of Eiffel
and Bartholdi, next to a striding Statue of Liberty, the reverse is the statue as seen from the back, with New
York City in the background. Made by the French mint, it comes with a stand. Really nice $45. In box of issue.
Another---same view, French mint, but larger version. 80mm, large heavy medal in Bronze, quite imposing, and
a really nicely done medal. $65. In box of issue.
Both of these medals are quite impressive and neat!!
California Bicentennial---golden bronze 63mm as new boxed medal. The California bear, reverse with a group of people
representing friars, miners, businessmen, soldiers, from the past 200 years. 1969. Choice new, $35.
Benjamin Rush---a bronze 73mm medal, his bust on obverse, and seated at a desk, writing, on the reverse. A noted
pathfinder in American psychology, this medal seems to be Medallic art co, but not noted. UNC $55.
Abe Lincoln---The Gettysburg address. 125th anniversary, Medallic Art Co, Reverse with Gen Meade and Lee, the
eternal light peace memorial. 38mm Bronze, in box of issue. $32.
Views of Jerusalem, 82mm well done medal (numbered 280) by Society of medalists, and Medallic Art Co.
As new, in box of issue, a superbly made medal with a high relief, wonderful view of the city. $75.
Winston Churchill----Silver medal, 3.5 ounces-- Bust of Churchill, and a fine one, reverse with a farmer shaking his fist
at German planes overhead. Comes with info sheet, in original case, prooflike and as new. By Spink. 1965. $125.
Edward VII---Bronze,51mm thick flan, Coronation 1902. King and Queen//reverse, Britannia, with trumpet and shield.
This medal even has some original color, and is as new. Not one I commonly see, $85.
City of London series, Napoleon III and Eugenie, Reception 1855, //Reverse, Napoleon being presented to Britannia.
This medal 76mm copper, a choice EF with luster, and being offered at a low $295. Super buy.
Napoleon I---a 67mm bronze medal, mostly EF, but with couple of tics, also with some mint red, Napoleon bust
obverse, on this rather imposing piece, the reverse with Napoleon being offered the crown of France. With flaws, $35.
Auto Club of France---Imposing 68mm bronze medal, with “Speed” riding in her car, the reverse named to Felix
Brosse, awarded for the decoration of the stands, 1901. The medals were all made in 1894-95, and awarded until they ran
out of them, It is interesting, for all of the medals I have had that were prior to 1905 always named someone who did not
have a car, and if you think about it, it makes a lot of sense. These were interested people who could not afford such a toy.
I had one from 1899 awarded for the recipient’s “enthusiasm”. These medals are rare as a group, and being that they are
all named, unique as such. This piece is VF, has some handling and use, offered at $195.
Treaty of Versilles, 1919. This medal Belgian, has Belgium standing, a harp of peace being played by a second figure in
proclamation of their neutrality//Reverse has Belgian soldier participating in the watch on the Rhine. Bronze, 70mm, a
very nice piece, great surfaces, EF $75.
Boeing BOA-1, Boeing’s first passenger plane is depicted on the obverse of this 2 ounce silver medal. The reverse with
Boeing Coin Club insignia in the plastic case as issued. Luster, nice UNC, prooflike, $55.
U. S. Naval History---US mint 76mm copy, made in 1954, from the original 103mm medal. This bronze piece depicts the
sloop of war St. Louis and the Austrian brig of war Hussar, in Smyrna Harbor. The captain of the St Louis managed to get
Martin Koszta released by Austria, and for this was awarded a presidential medal in Gold in 1853.With but 15 original
medals made, these US mint copies are about all we have in the marketplace. As new, $110,.

FUN STUFF----Continued--PAGE ELEVEN
1797 copper Twopence, made into a box----This box is quite special. First, it is a screw-on box, not a force fit
type, and second, it is made from a pair of twopences that are at least AU in grade. The workmanship is
fantastic. This box has been in several collections in the Northwest, and only due to illness has it returned to me
a few times now. I have had it in my colletion on and off, it is time for it to find a new home. If you like these
boxes made from twopences, and this is the Best one EVER!! You will love it, $435.
1797 copper Twopence, a Soho current use strike, nice AEF, yours for $395.
Leper Colony Tokens, Columbia. (1921). 2 centavo and 50 Centavo, VF, better, pair for $45.
Bermuda Penny. Not the restrike, in use at one time, 1793 Soho Mint. AVF, no spots, just wear, $225.
Macclesfield---The Macaroni Inn---T. Hill--///”latest telegraph intelligence” (1910?) –Token, GVF $32.
16th C, Lead Tokens---LIS/’TO, other one a human figure?//”M”, the pair, $35.
Gibralter---Token, 1820. Lion, key//View of Fort. James Settles. “Val Dos Quartos”, Spanish. Net GVF $47.
Gibralter---Medal, The Sinking of the Royal George///Blockade and shelling of the fort of Gibralter.
This piece has some fading red, is UNC, and very rare thus. Original, 1783, 33mm copper. Super choice $295.
St. Helena token, (1821), Soloman, Dickson, and Taylor. Halfpenny. Some luster, GVF nice $55.
Parkes Dublin Coffee Palace, (1880-90), One Penny value//Rev, Fleet St.Dublin. GVF, nice $25.
Capture of Ghent---by Mayger. AE, 41mm, King Ludovicus//City goddess mourns, armour behind. The
original struck in 1678, this a 1700’s restrike, prooflike and nice just $145.
Admiral Vernon Medals.
Cartagena---this a very rare Vernon medal, with the legend “I came, I saw, I conquered” the bust of
Vernon standing bearing a baton---the reverse with ships in the port, and the legend “none more ready, non
more brave,April 1741. First one of these I have seen. Considering the rarity, it is a shame that there are some
heavy scratches on the obverse, next to the bust on either side. Reverse, just wear, obverse worn the same, the
net on the piece is Fine to VF, with the scratches mentioned. As it is, $225.
Portobello, the standard bust of Vernon//Ships in port. Evidence of silvering, piece is a F-VF, tad rough, $135.
Portobello, Vernon and Brown, //Ships &c. This piece VG, but all readable. $85. Both Portobellos 1739.
US Large Cents, all nice planchets, Fine, or nearly so, 1847, 1848, 1851. $30 each. All three, $80.
Galloping Dick--- Dick was a star in what seems to be a wild west show put on in England!! The obverse, “The
Frontier Queen---Charles H. Lester as Galloping Dick—novel torture scene by Indians—torture by Vitriol”
The reverse, “Indians, Cowboys---see the splendid Cowboy Band” A very unusual 18mm brass token, strong,
so GVF for issue, most likely around 1900, give or take a few years, $45.
United States Consulate and agency of Claims---the legend on a museum electrotype piece, done in the early
19th Century, with a spread American eagle of the style used before 1810. This is the lower half of the US
Embassy consulate seal from Paris. It was used to emboss a “wafer” on a document. Some years ago, the late
Dr. Doty worked this out for me, and the piece is considered one of a kind, and it is not known where the actual
seal may have gone. An opportunity to own an interesting piece of Americana, with ties to the beginning of our
country. As made, excellent condition, $250.
Karl Goetz----K515, Silver 36mm medal. Death of Prof. Hugo Junkers//view of a Junkers 4 motor plane
over an eagle. Matte finish, AU and very rare. Dated 1935. Many of the planes used by Hitler before and
during WWII were Junkers, the Allies were all too familiar with them. Wonderful medal, $525.
Zepplin Flight, Freidrichshaven to Berlin. 1909. AE 36mm Goetz K-47. Bust Von Zepplin//boy writing on
tablet below a zeppelin in the sky. This medal nearly 100% red, the bust toned some, the rest a very beautiful
lustrous red. This piece is very choice UNC, and the finest I have seen, as made---. $325.
Prussia---Fredrich The Great//7 Years War. Victories as Rosbach, Nov 5, Lissa, Dec 5. 1757. This medal, a
large format 48mm, with Fredrich on his horse//The battle scene at Rosbach. No major marks, very rare thus
and for the size as well, the piece is easily GVF or better. Very few this nice, $155.
Germany---WWI---the “Shame Thaler”, by Lauer, 38mm. French soldier with a nude German woman//A
broken Sword. Silvered, luster, undated but struck in 1923, Choice EF+ $95.
Engraved token, H Sanford 10 cents//Feb 17 1870. Host blank. Nice. With, tokens, Rowing regatta-Broughton Moor Colliery-- W Force, Billingsgate 6d. 4 pc. group for $28. Thanks for looking.
Bill

TERMS OF SALE
The Conder Token Collector’s Club invites you to join. Quarterly Journal, professionally produced, and
many articles & ads to enjoy. $25 or £20 per year. Contact me if interested---its well worth belonging!
ABREVIATIONS AND GRADING
The English grading system is used on all tokens, but the grading abbreviations are USA. A British EF is an
American AU, and can be a token with slight rub or as good as MS62. . Scr= scratch. Hfs, =holed for
suspension. Rm=rim nick. UNC—no wear. AU—Tad rub. to MS 62. EF— light circulation. VF-Very fine.
F-Fine. VG Very good. G-Good. Complete list of American/British differences sent on request.
All tokens guaranteed genuine, and descriptions correct. Tokens may be returned within 30 days of receipt for
any reason, and refunds will be prompt. All coins and tokens guaranteed genuine for life. Your satisfaction is
far more important than a sale. No discounts will be given for the first 30 days of the sale.
All orders will be shipped upon receipt of payment to Bill McKivor in US funds. Please do not mail cash.
Shipment will be held until funds clear if you are unknown to me. All items to the USA sent insured.
Shipping charges-$7 minimum, to $200. Not signed for, to $500, $15. Signed for, $500+ $18. Over $600 will
be sent Registered, $18 plus the insurance balance, most will be $25 and up.
Foreign orders all registered, now $30. Books, please ask, by weight and volume it will vary.
ORDERING
Please give the List #, MAJOR HEADING, MINOR HEADING, D&H number, and price when ordering.
By Phone---(206) 244-8345 Daytime hours and evenings until 10PM. Please let it ring---By E-mail---A great way to order or ask about tokens--- Copperman@Thecoppercorner.com
By mail to: Bill McKivor, PO Box 46135, Seattle, WA 98146.

THE COPPER CORNER
PO BOX 46135
SEATTLE, WA 98146

